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This is my second workshop using Transferiez™ an image transfer medium from 

inkAID™. During this workshop we explore burlap, fragile paper, 16 gauge 
steel, rusty metal, brass and ideas for metal after creating a transfer. The 

workshop PDF along with the 26 minute video will ease your way to working 
with the above substrates.  

 
 

If you are not aware of this product and my first workshop- you may access 
that workshop at this link 

http://kathyanneart.com/product/sensational-surfaces-with-transferiez/ 
 

Transferiez™ is an impressive product that is enlightening to explore. "What 
if's" abound and so far my success has been wonderful. One of the great things 
about using this transfer medium is the array of surfaces that are now possible 
to print. I am enthusiastic about going forward and using this medium to bring 

my images to countless surfaces that are difficult to digitally print. 
 
 

Enjoy this look at more ideas in using Transferiez™. 
 
 

To access the video go to this url- 
 

https://vimeo.com/96534179 
 

Password is case sensitive 
 

EXTr255 
 

 
Materials 
 
*Transferiez  - this comes in a pint and a quart —a pint will go a long way in 
the mixture, so start there — 
 http://www.inkaid1.com/inkaid-coatings/inkaid-transferiez. 
 



*Transfer sheets – These are also available on the inkAID™ site at this url. 
http://www.inkaid1.com/inkaid-transfer-film  You may purchase the sheets in 
rolls or 8.5 x 11 inch sheets. 
 
*Printer to print your images on the transfer sheets. 
 
*91% alcohol - to mix with the transfer medium- 1Tablespoon Transferiez to 4 
oz of alcohol. Add the 91% alcohol to the jar and then mix in the Transferiez™ 
—in correct proportions. It is best to let it dilute overnight, but I have sometimes 
pushed that up a bit.  
 
Important Tip— You do not clean up this solution with water—only alcohol. 
Do not dump left over solution down the drain it will clog your drain. I use 
Lysol wipes to clean my hands and the plastic sheet as I work for a quick 
cleanup. My process is to leave the brush in the container. I use Transferiez 
consistently in my artwork and always want it available. 
 
*Polypropylene sheet or plastic to protect your table while coating the 
surfaces. With fabrics and paper this is important. It the surface is on 
polypropylene it’s a good place to let the surface dry after you placed the 
transfer. 
 
Tools 
 
*Foam brush- I usually use 3 inch brushes since they fit in the jars I have my 
diluted transfer medium in.  
 
*Catalyst W-06 from Princeton Artist Brush Co. here’s a link from Dick Blick- 
http://www.dickblick.com/products/princeton-catalyst-wedges-and-contours/ 
 
*Foam roller from paint stores like Home Depot.  
 
*Burlap-JoAnn.com or your local fabric stores 
 
*Rusted Metal- your local junk yard- there are many interesting metal surfaces 
at these kinds of places. 
 
*Fragile Papers- one of my favorite paper stores is Hiromi Paper- 
store.hiromipaper.com  they have a wide assortment of paper. Try some paper 
to see how it works with Transferiez™. 



 
*Protective Spray for transfers- Krylon Gallery Series™ UV Archival Varnish, 
377 Satin and 375 Gloss, or a finishing spray you like to use. Final spray to 
protect the surface. http://www.krylon.com/press-room/press-
releases/2011/01/krylon-launches-the-ultimate-fine-art-protection-product-line/ 
 
For metals I still like to use Golden’s MSA Varnish. The metal from the video in 
the workshop was later coated with MSA Varnish with UVLS Satin.  
 
About the process with Transferiez™ 
 
The process for porous and nonporous surfaces is different.  
 
For porous surfaces— use more of the transfer solution then you would a 
nonporous surface. 
 
*For porous use these steps- 
 
Remove any lint on tools, surfaces and the image transfer 
 
Depending on your preference you may rub out the ink around the image with 
a cloth and water. This may help to release the transfer on the edges when you 
lift the transfer film. My choice to remove the edges is mostly so my completed 
transfer has a soft edge.  
 
I sometimes tape the edges of surfaces when I create a transfer. If you want to 
keep the surface stable and/or you haven’t done this before it could help you 
to tape the edges.  
 
With a porous surface—for the transfer to be successful—saturate the fabric so 
the transfer will reach all the fibers. If you want a sketchy look, play with 
brushed places that doesn’t have as much transfer solution. It’s a balance, so 
start small and work up to larger pieces. 
 
Once the surface is saturated place the transfer. I lightly press with my hands 
from the center. This flattens the transfer so that it is touching the entire surface.  
 
The tool I like to use for a porous surface is the wedge. It gives me the best 
control and I feel the wedge is the best to secure the transfer to the surface. A 
brayer also works well. The foam roller probably will not get the best transfer 



on porous surfaces. 
For a nonporous surface, you don’t want to saturate. That will give you too 
much solution on the surface and you image will get too liquid under the 
transfer film. 
 
One thing to watch for is distortion in the image when the ink starts to release 
from the transfer. On a porous surface this is not as critical since the image will 
set into the fibers. On a nonporous surface you could actually damage the 
transferred image. The ink starts to release from the transfer film quicker on 
nonporous surfaces like metal. Carefully press your image onto the nonporous 
surface. I usually start with the foam roller lightly to keep the image intact.  
 
Once you feel the ink has been released from the transfer film - carefully peel 
the film evenly across the surface. I release the entire top edge before I start to 
pull—actually roll back the film to remove the transfer film. Even lightly running 
my finger across the edge to make sure the top released. You will see how I do 
this in the video. 
 
A few more instructions- 
 
Work on some type of firm non porous surface like the polypropylene surfaces 
I use in the videos. It is easy to clean up and makes a nice firm surface to work 
on.  
 
Mix your transfer solution with 1 Tablespoon of Transferiez™ Transfer Medium 
to 4 ounces of 91% Alcohol. Remember there is no substitution for the 91%. 
The medium will only work with 91% alcohol.  
 
Clean your surface and brush with taped lint remover so there is no lint on the 
transfer, the surface or the brush. In between I leave my brush in a clean 
plastic bag, or in the jar itself so it doesn’t dry out. 
 
I usually take my finished transfer surface to another piece of plastic to dry. Try 
it both ways if you want to see if there is a difference in the surface once it 
dries. In the case of the cheesecloth, it created more texture to have more 
holes in the surface. One of the things that is nice about Transferiez™ is that the 
surfaces is soft after the transfer has dried. 
 
 
As you view the video you will see how I remove the transfer file that works for 



me. I pull the film off across the top of the image and not just from the corners. 
I usually wait 3 minutes to lift my transfer. Here’s where I admit that I watch the 
clock and sometimes don’t wait the full time. I’m not perfect in the timing, but 
you may want to do better at that. For me it’s part of the feeling place I have 
about the transfer. When I go to detach the plastic on the transfer if the edge 
doesn’t look set I wait a little more. With saturated fabric it is easy to start 
lifting the edge to see the transfer is ready. When I first started I timed each 
surface exactly. 
 
In the case of air bubbles, I don’t encounter many. The nonporous surfaces 
may get some, but I have observed a few ideas about air bubbles. If you pull 
the film off fast it sometimes lifts the image a bit and as it settles back down it 
creates air bubbles. Since I observed this and take my film off the way I do, I 
do not get air bubbles on the fabrics and more textural surfaces. I also have 
not been getting many on the metals. If I see an air bubble I pop it with a pin. 
 
Any questions or comments please email me kathyanneart@gmail.com 
 
Find more tutorials on www.kathyanneart.com  
 
Enjoy!! 
 
 
 


